Objective: By discussing the design, findings, strengths, and weaknesses of available studies investigating the influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception, we intend to summarize the current status of evidence; and using evidence based conclusions, possibly contribute to the determination of the optimal cochlear implant (CI) electrode position. Data Sources: Our search strategy yielded 10,877 papers. PubMed, Ovid EMBASE, Web of Science, and the Cochrane Library were searched up to June 1, 2018. Both keywords and free-text terms, related to patient population, predictive factor, and outcome measurements were used. There were no restrictions in languages or year of publication. Study Selection: Seven articles were included in this systematic review. Articles eligible for inclusion: (a) investigated cochlear implantation of any CI system in adults with post-lingual onset of deafness and normal cochlear anatomy; (b) investigated the relationship between angular insertion depth and speech perception; (c) measured angular insertion depth on imaging; and (d) measured speech perception at, or beyond 1-year post-activation. Data Extraction and Synthesis: In included studies; quality was judged low-to-moderate and risk of bias, evaluated using a Quality-in-Prognostic-Studies-tool (QUIPS), was high. Included studies were too heterogeneous to perform meta-analyses, therefore, effect estimates of the individual studies are presented. Six out of seven included studies found no effect of angular insertion depth on speech perception. Conclusion: All included studies are characterized by methodological flaws, and therefore, evidence-based conclusions regarding the influence of angular insertion depth cannot be drawn to date.
INTRODUCTION Rationale
At present, a large variability and unpredictability in hearing performance is seen in individuals following cochlear implantation. In addition to different biological and audiological factors-e.g., age at implantation, residual hearing, and duration of hearing loss-position of the cochlear implant (CI) electrode array inside the cochlea is thought to contribute to variation in postoperative speech perception. The three seemingly most important electrode positional factors are; electrode scalar location, electrodeto-modiolus proximity, and electrode insertion depth.
The suggested influence of electrode positional factors is used by manufactures for design and marketing of their CI electrodes. However, controversy exists regarding whether the impact of various electrode position factors; in particular on electrode insertion depth. The range of CI electrode array lengths, that are currently in use by different manufactures, are: 15 to 31.5 mm. In theory, deep insertion of a CI electrode array into the apical region of the cochlea could enhance frequency alignment (1) and might give better experience of low-pitched sounds by stimulating the complete spiral ganglion covering deeper located areas (2) . Yet, other theories suggest that deep electrode insertion: a) causes apical frequency pitch confusion (3), b) has a higher risk of trauma to cochlear structures possibly causing loss of residual hearing (4, 5) , and c) might reduce stimulation of the basal turn; due to potentially overly deep inserted electrodes (6) .
Measurements of electrode insertion depth have been described in terms of linear distance in millimetres or insertion angle in degrees. In 2010, Verbist et al. (7) introduced an objective cochlear coordinate system to generate comparable measurements of cochlea dimensions and CI electrode positional measurements. An international panel of CI researchers and representatives of different manufacturers agreed that angular insertion depth, compared with measurement in millimetres, made allowance for variety in individual cochlear dimensions and intra-cochlear trajectories of the CI electrode. They recommended using a cylindrical coordinate system, which defined measurements of rotational insertion angle of a selected point along the trajectory of the CI electrode, such as different CI electrode contacts.
Concerning the influence of insertion depth, a variety of sometimes contradictory correlations are found in literature. In last decade, studies have reported findings of a positive (8, 9) , negative (6) , or no demonstrated relationship (10) (11) (12) (13) between insertion depth and speech perception with CI. There is, however, need for evidencebased conclusions on the influence of insertion depth.
OBJECTIVE
In this systematic review, we have systematically summarized available evidence on the influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception in CI patients. By discussing design, findings, strengths, and weaknesses of available studies, we intend to assess the status of current evidence for the influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception, which might contribute to determination of optimal CI electrode position.
METHODS

Protocol Registration
The review protocol can be accessed at the website of PROS-PERO, the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO). The protocol was registered under the number CRD42018099186 on July 02, 2018.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA Participants
Studies in adults with post-lingual onset of deafness, normal cochlear anatomy on preoperative imaging, and implanted with any type of CI system were considered eligible for inclusion in this systematic review.
Predictive Factor (PF)
Included studies had to investigate angular insertion depth measured on postoperative CT-scan, using the measurement method as advised by the Consensus Panel in Verbist et al. (7) in 2010, or one of the measurement methods on x-ray described as comparable. Studies measuring insertion depth in millimetres were excluded. Figure 1 shows an example of angular insertion depth measurement according the advised method of the Consensus Panel (7).
Outcome Measurement
There were no restrictions on type of speech perception test, setting of testing (quiet or in-noise) or loudness of stimulus. In the first year after implantation, speech With in a three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system all spatial information of the cochlea and an implant is measurable. By consensus this cochlear framework is defined by a plane of rotation through the basal turn of the cochlea and a z-axis through the modiolus. This can be applied on CT of the temporal bone by making a multiplanar reconstruction along the basal turn of the cochlea (A-C), and placing the z-axis through the center of the cochlea; the modiolus (M). A, An angular measurement of the insertion depth can then be made by indicating the center of the round window (RW) and the tip of the electrode array (dark grey circle). B, A 0 degree reference line between the modiolus (M) and the middle of the round window (RW), and a perpendicular line from the modiolus on the 0 degree reference line is drawn (cross). C, An angle is drawn (in white) from the modiolus over the 0 degree reference line, and through the most apical point the tip of the electrode array (dark grey circle). In this example the angular insertion depth of the most apical electrode contact is 368.3 degrees; the sum of four quadrants equal to 360 degrees plus the measured white angle equal to 8.3 degrees.
perception is rising (10, 14) . Yet, after approximately 1 year, most CI recipients (about 90%) have reached a stable speech perception (10, 13) . Therefore, studies analyzing participants with speech perception measurements within first 12 months post-implantation were excluded.
Other Eligibility Criteria
Papers written in any language were eligible for inclusion. There were no restrictions in year of publication.
DATA SOURCES AND SEARCH STRATEGY
Assisted by a trained librarian, we systematically searched PubMed, Ovid EMBASE, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library up to June 01, 2018 for studies investigating influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception in adults with CI. Terms, and their synonyms, related to patient population, predictive factor, and outcome measurements were combined in the search strategy. Both keywords (MESH and Emtree) and free-text terms in title and abstract were used. Supplement I contains the full electronic search strategy in PubMed, http://links.lww.com/MAO/A791. Additionally, articles' reference lists were scanned for any applicable studies.
Study Selection
Results of the search strategy were merged and duplicates were removed using EndNote reference management software (version X7, Thomas Reuters, New York City, NY). Two review authors (F.H. and S.dR.) individually screened titles and abstracts to identify relevant reports based on eligibility criteria outlined above. Full text versions of these potentially relevant studies were retrieved and independently assessed for eligibility by 2 review authors (F.H. and S.dR.). Any disagreements were resolved by discussion with the third reviewer (W.H.).
Data Extraction
Data were extracted using a predefined form that included: study design, participant details (total number of implantations, etiology of hearing loss, age at implantation, sex, history of hearing loss, and preoperative hearing ability), CI system, type of electrodes, type and details of surgical approach used, imaging details (type of imaging, timing of imaging, method used for measurement of angular insertion depth, and measurement of other electrode positional factors), speech perception measurement details (mean speech perception score, type of speech perception test, loudness of stimuli used, and timing of speech perception measurement), data on measured angular insertion depth(s) and speech perception outcome(s), correlation between angular insertion depth and outcome, and authors' conclusions. Corresponding authors of included papers were contacted if relevant data were missing with the request to provide this information.
RISK OF BIAS ASSESSMENT
Risk of bias was independently assessed by two review authors (F.H. and S.dR.). Included studies were assessed using the Quality-in-Prognostic-Studies (QUIPS) tool (15) . This tool contains six items judging risk of bias due to patient selection, attrition, measurement of prognostic factors, outcome measurement, confounding on statistical analysis, and confounding on reporting. Each of the six items in included studies was judged as low, moderate, or high risk. Confounding factors that were considered important because they possibly influence angular insertion depth, or relation of angular insertion depth on speech perception, were: age at implantation, history of hearing loss, preoperative speech perception score, preoperative residual hearing, electrode type(s), electrode scalar location, and electrode-to-modiolus proximity. Results of risk of bias assessment were graphically summarized using ReviewManager 5 (RevMan5) software (version 5.3.5, Cochrane Collaboration, London, England).
Data Synthesis
Details of included studies were structured, and an overview of effect sizes was created for the influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception. Ultimately, the studies included in our systematic review were too heterogeneous to perform the planned meta-analyses, as seen in Table 1 . For this reason, effect estimates reported in individual studies are presented.
RESULTS
Study Selection
A flow diagram of study selection is shown in Figure 2 , derived from The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Group (16). After screening, based on title and abstract, full-texts of 63 studies were reviewed and 55 articles were excluded (1, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14, . Reasons for exclusion are listed in Figure 2 . Eight papers (8, 10, 13, (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) seemed eligible for inclusion.
After contact with corresponding authors, it was found the eligible study of van der Marel et al. (13) (8, 10, 13, (65) (66) (67) (68) were included in this systematic review. Table 1 shows characteristics of the seven included studies.
Study Characteristics
None of the included studies had a randomized design. Four studies (8, 13, 66, 67 ) reviewed a retrospective 
Risk of Bias
QUIPS-Risk of Bias Assessment Risk of bias assessment, using the QUIPS tool, is summarized in Figures 3 and 4 . Three included studies (8, 10, 13) had noticeable lower risk on bias compared with the other four studies (65) (66) (67) (68) .
Selection Bias
Overall risk on selection bias was high in most included studies. In six studies (8, 10, 13, (65) (66) (67) , eligible participants were excluded because of missing information, which mostly concerned imaging data. Additionally, two studies (8,10) included participants with different CI systems without stating criteria for allocation.
Information Bias
Overall risk on information bias was low in included studies. Even though two studies (66,67) used x-ray, and five studies (8, 10, 13, 65, 68) used CT-scan; all seven included studies measured angular insertion depth using one of the comparable methods advised by Verbist et al. imaging and speech perception measurement was present or at risk. When a time interval between imaging and outcome measurement is present, a non-negligible possibility exists of intra-cochlear changes to the electrode array position during this interval, e.g., extruding of electrode array outside the cochlea (70) . In all studies, speech perception was measured at 12 months postoperatively. In four papers timing of imaging was provided: intraoperatively (67), first weeks postoperatively (13,68), or 5 years postoperatively (65) . In three papers (8, 10, 66) timing of imaging was reported as ''postoperative,'' without reporting further details.
Confounding Bias
Overall risk on confounding bias was moderate to high in all included studies. Only one study (10) measured all confounding factors that we indicated as important. However, this study correlated angular insertion depth with speech perception without correction for these confounding factors. Four other studies (65-68) investigated the relationship between angular insertion depth and speech perception in univariate analysis, without reporting on possible confounding factors. Two studies (8,13) did include measured confounding factors in analysis, but measured confounders were incomplete.
The most important confounding factor, might be type(s) of electrode array implanted. In Table 1 types of electrodes implanted per study is shown. Table 2 shows an overview of characteristics and technical differences between different types of CI electrodes. Direct comparison of different electrode types can lead to bias in the following ways; firstly, different electrode designs might yield different results in speech perception in more ways than just angular insertion depth. For example, electrode types vary with respect to a) electrode-to-modiolus proximity, b) number of active contacts, c) spatial distance between active contacts along the array, d) length of the array in millimetres, or e) size of electrode contacts. Secondly, inserting a specific electrode too shallow or overly deep, compared with the design goals and prescription of manufacturers, might suggest a correlation between angular insertion depth and speech perception, while actually these studies might have found a difference in speech perception for surgical correctly placed electrode arrays when compared with surgically too shallow or overly-deep electrode placement. The surgical variation in depth of implantation should therefore be described in all studies on this topic. Degree of surgical insertion depth, or marker until were the electrode(s) in study participants were inserted, was not reported in five studies (8, (65) (66) (67) (68) , therefore potential bias due to surgical depth of insertion in these studies was unclear. Two out of seven included studies (10,13) did address the possibility of shallow or deep inserted electrodes in more detail, as these studies measured angular insertion depth of the basal electrode contact and used this as a reference for degree of surgical insertion depth.
Study Results
A summary of reported effect sizes is presented in Table 3 .
Speech Perception in Quiet
Speech perception in quiet is reported in all included studies. One out of seven studies (8) found a significant relationship between angular insertion depth and speech perception in quiet, and six studies (10, 13, (65) (66) (67) (68) reported no correlation. Out of three studies (8, 10, 13) with noticeable lower risk of bias, Holden et al. (10) and van de Marel et al. (13) , found no correlation between angular insertion depth and speech perception in quiet, while O'Connell et al. (8) did find a significant relationship. These studies are discussed in more detail in following paragraphs.
Holden et al. (10) , found no correlation between angle of apical electrode insertion depth and speech perception in quiet. This study was the only included study measuring all confounding factors that were indicated as important in this systematic review. However, no multivariate analysis was performed. Interestingly, angular insertion depth of most basal electrode contact, and length of the electrode array measured in millimetres were found to significantly negatively correlate with speech perception outcome. Authors divided their participants in six outcome groups based on percentile ranking of participants CNC final score, and calculated mean values of independent variables of interest in these outcome groups. The effect size of linear relationship across the outcome groups mean angular insertion depth of most basal electrode contact was -2.42 ( p 0.05) and of the groups mean array trajectory length was -2.10 ( p 0.05). The negative relationship of these two variables suggest that electrodes of participants with deepest insertion in this study were probably inserted overly deep in comparison with design goals of included electrodes. In theory, this could decrease performance for two reasons (6) . First, if such overly deep insertion occurs, the first part of the basal cochlea might be bypassed by the electrode, which otherwise would have been stimulated. Secondly, when the tip of the electrode array approaches the apex this might cause trauma which may reduce residual hearing. Furthermore, the tip might translocate to scala vestibuli, or the tip might fold inside scala tympani which might cause a decrease in apical stimulation (6) . Authors concluded measurement of angular basal electrode contact, could be used to judge surgically too shallow or overlydeep surgical insertions (10).
Van de Marel et al. (13) found no correlation between angular insertion depth and postoperative CVC word scores, while correcting for age at implantation, duration of deafness, preoperative phoneme score, and preoperative word score ( p ¼ 0.89). In their analysis, van de Marel et al. did not correct for electrode scalar location and electrode-to-modiolus proximity. All participants were implanted with the same type of electrode (HiFocus I/IJ) and with the same surgical technique (extended round window approach). This homogeneity in implantation characteristics prevented bias of results caused by differences in CI systems and by differences in electrode designs which is a strength of this study. On the other hand, conclusions of this study only apply to this specific combination of electrode type and surgical technique.
O'Connell et al. (8) reported 0.6% increase of CNC word score for every 10 degrees increase in angular insertion depth (coefficient 0.0006, p ¼ 0.03), while corrected for age at implantation, category of electrode type (lateral wall, perimodiolar, or mid-scalar electrode), surgical technique, cochlear volume, and scalar location. O'Connell et al. (8) did not measure possible confounding audiologic factors or electrode-to-modiolus proximity. Besides, the study of O'Connel et al. (8) included eight different electrode types, and despite grouping these electrodes into three categories, electrode types within these groups remained to differ significantly, as shown in Table 2 . Thus, influence of array length and width, number of active electrodes, space between electrode contacts, and differences in fitting programs is unclear. Additionally, authors did not account for possible influence of shallow and/or deep inserted electrode arrays. Furthermore, O'Connell et al. (8) found no correlation between angular insertion depth and AzBiosentence test scores in quiet.
Speech Perception in Noise
Speech perception in noise is reported in two studies (65, 67) . No correlation between angular insertion depth and CUNY-sentences and Fournier-word test in noise was found in these studies.
DISCUSSION
Summary of Evidence
This systematic review includes seven studies investigating the influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception, 1 year, or more after CI surgery in adults with post-lingual onset of deafness. Included studies demonstrate substantial heterogeneity in study design, electrodes implanted, speech perception test characteristics and confounding factors measured and accounted for in analysis. Risk of bias was judged high in all studies. Therefore, we did not perform a meta-analysis, but present effect size(s) reported in individual studies. Most studies found no relationship between angular insertion depth and speech perception test score in quiet. In all included studies correction for possible confounding factors was poor. None of the included studies found a relationship between angular insertion depth and speech perception in noise.
Contemplation of Evidence in Light of
Non-included Literature The objective of present systematic review was to investigate the influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception performance. Since the increase in performance during rehabilitation is beyond the scope of this study, we only included studies describing analysis on stable speech perception scores. The exclusion criterion was therefore set at follow-up of less than 12 months. The decision to use the 12 months follow-up criterion is based on data of Holden et al. (10) who showed that most CI recipients reach stable speech perception performance after 1 year CI experience. Ten studies that were excluded from this review (6, 9, 11, 14, 44, 53, 56, 59, 61, 64) investigated speech perception within the first year. Four out of 10 studies (40%), reported a significant positive correlation between angular insertion depth and speech perception, compared with one out of seven of the included studies (14%). Buchman et al. (14) randomly assigned 13 participants to receive either the standard electrode array (31.5 mm; mean angular insertion depth 657 degrees; SD 82 degrees), or the medium electrode array (24 mm; mean angular insertion depth 423 degrees; SD 23 degrees). A significant higher mean speech perception score, increasing over time in the first year was found in the standard electrode array group compared with the medium electrode array group. Comparing the percentage of studies showing a positive correlation of angular insertion depth with speech perception measured within the first year (four out of 10; 40%) to the studies included in the present systematic review investigating speech perception at or beyond the first year (one out of seven; 14%) suggests that deeper insertion might only make a difference in the period shortly after activation. This hypothesis is supported by a recent study conducted by Buchner et al. (71) , who compared three electrodes with different lengths (FLEX-series, Med-El Corp., Inssbruck, Austria). At 3-month post-activation, significant higher scores were found for FLEX28 electrode group for three measured speech perception tests when compared with FLEX20 group, and for two out of three tests when compared with FLEX24 group. However, these significant findings diminished at 6-month post-activation. It can be hypothesised that long electrodes used in this study give a better match to natural frequency placement after 3 months, but at 6 months brain plasticity copes with the mismatch for shorter electrodes, and early effect of electrode length diminishes. Further exploration of this theory goes beyond the scope of this review but should be addressed in future research.
Strengths and Limitations
This is the first systematic evaluation of evidence on the topic of influence of electrode insertion depth, measured in angular insertion depth, on speech perception performance beyond 1 year after CI surgery in adults with post-lingual onset of deafness. Considering the possibility to influence CI electrode position within the cochlea, potentially through surgical technique and more easily by electrode design, determination of influence of electrode position on performance is of high relevance to healthcare providers and patients. We conducted this systematic review with strict allegiance to our registered research protocol and followed PRISMA guidelines of reporting (16) .
Several limitations are present in our systematic review. Most importantly, included individual studies were low to moderate quality, mainly due to risk of selection and confounding bias. Study designs were mostly retrospective, participants were excluded due to missing data, important confounding factors were not taken into account and reporting of data on angular insertion depth and outcome measurement was incomplete. Between study comparison was limited, due to 10 different outcome measurement tests being used, 11 different electrode types investigated, and large variation in number and definition of measured confounding factors.
Investigating influence of angular insertion depth, on speech perception in non-randomized, observational research is difficult because 1) differences in angular insertion depth are mostly due to differences in lengths in millimetres of used electrodes, and not due to surgical variation in insertion depth or anatomical variation in the cochlea of participants, and 2) comparing electrodes of different manufactures is automatically accompanied with other differences between electrodes then angular insertion depth, such as factors mentioned in this systematic review and shown in Table 2 . These difficulties stress the need for randomized designs in future studies addressing insertion depth.
CLINICAL/FUTURE IMPLICATIONS
Identifying factors that may influence variability in CI outcome, which could be influenced by patient, surgeon, or manufactures, could potentially improve future speech discrimination capability after cochlear implantation. However, all studies investigating optimal insertion depth of CI electrode array are characterized by methodological flaws, and evidence-based conclusions regarding influence of angular insertion cannot be drawn to date. To fully assess influence of angular insertion depth on speech perception, a randomized trial with multiple identical electrodes of different lengths is preferred. Learning and developmental effects due to brain plasticity should be taken into account, and therefore it is recommended to measure speech perception outcomes beyond 12 months after implantation. Alternatively, prospective cohort studies addressing this topic should conduct analysis including important confounding audiologic, biographic, and electrode positional factors.
CONCLUSIONS
Although angular insertion depth is a much debated topic over the past decade in cochlear implantation research, the current body of evidence does not support firm conclusions on the effect of insertion depth on speech perception at 1 year or more after CI surgery.
